
VBS Bastelset "Filz Schafe"
Instructions No. 2951
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 3 Hours

This funny flock of sheep is a real eye-catcher. The sheep are easy to make and can be used as edge stools or egg
warmers. The flock can also be wonderfully crafted together with children.

In addition to the materials included in the kit, you will also need scissors, hot glue and, if necessary, a sublimation pencil.

It's so easy to make the sheep:
1. First transfer all the motif templates onto the craft felt. Use the grey for the faces and ears and the white for the body and hair. Do the same with the black
craft felt for the black sheep in our flock.

2. Our tip: the sublimat pen is very suitable for transferring the motifs onto the craft felt. The lines can then be wiped off with a little water for a clean result.
Cut out all the pieces.

3. In the next step, roll the cut-out pieces for the body into a bag, overlapping them to create the legs.

4. Now glue on the faces, eyes, ears and hair with hot glue. Glue on the arms and feet made from pompoms in the same way.

5. decorate your sheep with the colourful bows as desired. Your sheep are finished!

Article number Article name Qty
23006 VBS Craft kit "Felt sheep" 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

Article information:



https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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